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What do you do with badass heroes when they are finished being heroes?That's not up to

anyone but them...Grab this first of a fast-action series and find out what happens today!

Bioengineered Humans, bred for fighting war. The war has ended in a truce. After training for

and fighting a war their entire lives, Harris Gruberg and Tawnish Freely find themselves

expelled from the military when a truce is declared between the two Human factions. They

struggle to find work among a civilian population who fears them. Running guns to the outer

colonies turns out be their salvation. But those weapons threaten to bring back the Great War.

Our heroes are determined to not let that happen.In this first book of an action-filled adventure

series, intrigue and mayhem abound as the unwitting pair struggle to do what's just and right.

Follow along as these former heroes stumble their way through a Human existence that may

not be what it seems.What are readers saying about this book and the series?--Arms War for

Eden is highly entertaining, humorous, and fast paced----Each page finds you hurrying to get

to the next----BZ, BZ, BZ, Stephen! Can't wait for the next one, as a former Navy Sniper, I can

identify with some of the main characters situations...----Everything from Stephen Arseneault is

excellent!!!!!!!!!!! Best sci-fi writer to come along in decades!!--
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Books— Chapter 1 —Tawnish Freely, a former Biomarine with the Domicile Defense Force,

stood behind the transparent blast-wall with her hand on the grip of her plasma pistol. It was

her first time witnessing a trade and the tone of her captain had her on edge, her trigger finger

stroking the side of her weapon.She gazed down the docking tube as her captain, Baxter

Rumford, attempted to conduct the sale of small arms to a trader from the outer colonies. The

trade was not going as smoothly as planned.The Fargo sat docked with the Blazer in an

uninhabited system in the truce zone. The tall, thin, redheaded captain was working a sale to

Bryce Porter, a trader from the Geldon colony, who would in turn try to sell the merchandise to

the settlers in the outer free colonies."I take precautions, because you can't earn a living if

you're dead," the buyer said with a terse voice as he stood blocking the open airlock.Bryce

wore a white, clean, neatly pressed tunic. The docking hatch, as was the surrounding cabin of

his ship, was bright and shiny, almost glistening. It smelled of disinfectant.The trader stood in a

defiant stance, his feet positioned shoulder-width apart, his arms crossed and his chin held

high in the air. "Show me the goods!"Bax's fists dug into her hips. Her blaster pistol and short

deck-sword hung on the belt-clips to her sides, the sword also strapped to her thigh. The

captain of the Fargo, sporting the face and body of a model, spat on the deck. "Show me the

credits, moron."Bryce returned an angry glare, raising his voice. "You can't just spit like that!

This is my ship! My home!" He took a step back, opening a cabinet. A cleaning cloth was

retrieved. He knelt and began the process of wiping up the affront to his property."Don't care."

Bax growled. "I have better things to do than to argue with some obsessively hygienic moron

out here in the dead of space. Now show me I'm not wasting my time.""You're an abomination

to all things civil, Miss Rumford. Bring the merchandise over and I'll transfer your precious

credits to your account. But until that freight is in my hold you aren't seeing anything. You

imperious little space tart.""Imperious?" Bax again spat. She glared at the kneeling Bryce

Porter, her face flushed red with anger. With her right hand, she reached down to grasp the

handle of the blade strapped to her left thigh. "You're lucky I don't pull this pig sticker and gut

you right here and now.""Again with the barbaric behavior." Bryce shook his head as he wiped.

"The recorders on this ship say you aren't going to gut anyone.""Slug!" Bax yelled down the

docking tube as she looked over her shoulder. "Drag those containers over here!"Tawn secured



her pistol before coming from behind the transparent security wall. Seconds later, the

containers in question were on the move.Bryce continued to polish his floor with a scowl.As

Bax stared down. The corner of the wipe-cloth was pinned to the floor with the glossy, red heel

of her high-legged boot. "Look Porter— I don't like you. And you ever wanna buy from me again

— you need to show respect."Jerking the cloth from her hold, Bryce stood and walked to the

cabinet. The cloth was neatly folded and dropped into a dirty-clothes bin. "Fine by me. There

are plenty of other suppliers out there selling your numbers."Three containers of weapons were

dragged across the docking tube by the new hire. She returned for a fourth marked "Plasma

Charges".A proximity alarm sounded on the trader's ship. "Alert. Alert. Vessel

approaching."Bryce glanced back at his console display before turning again to face the seller.

"What is this? You brought others? Are you robbing me?"Bax stared over his shoulder with a

look of shock. "That's a New Earth warship!" She grabbed his forearm, reaching for the

account store on his wrist. "Give me my credits!"Bryce jerked away. "You brought Earthers? Are

you insane!"The struggle momentarily stopped as a voice came over the general comm. "This

is the New Earth destroyer Hemlock. Power down your drives and prepare to be

boarded."Tawn dropped the container of charges in the buyer's hold. "Two more boxes of

residuals. What do I do?"Bax again reached for the account bracelet on Bryce's wrist. "Give me

my payment!"Bryce covered the store with his other hand as he refused. "Two more

boxes!"Bax spun, taking her assistant by the shoulder and shoving her toward the docking tube

before breaking into a run. As they entered the Fargo, she slapped the airlock button to close

the hatch. A sharp cut to the right and a further sprint had the nervous arms-dealer at the

pilot's console.The docking tube retracted. The Fargo began to pull away. Bryce Porter turned

his ship in the opposite direction. The New Earth destroyer continued to close.An angry Bryce

came over a comm. "You will pay for this Rumford! No trader on the station will do business

with you once this gets out!"As the Blazer accelerated, four pulses from a plasma cannon saw

to the end of the Geldon trader, Bryce Porter. His ship half disintegrated in a bright flash, the

remainder shattering into a thousand pieces. Tawn took the seat beside her boss.Bax slowly

shook her head as she pulled back the throttle. "Can't outrun those.""What do we do?"The

Fargo came to a stop."We do whatever they want."Seconds later, the Hemlock pulled

alongside. A docking tube extended with a boarding party of New Earth Marines moving onto

the Fargo. The sale of illegal arms was over. Baxter Rumford was taken across the tube to the

New Earth warship as Tawn was confined to her chair. After two years of struggling to find

work, her first job with the potential to earn a living... was seemingly ending in

disaster.***Seven weeks laterBax spat on the deck.Tawn frowned. "You know, some wouldn't

consider that a very lady-like act.""They teach you that in warfare charm school?" Bax said with

a smirk."Nope. Just saying. You get drunk and grouse about meeting a good man and then you

act like an orangutan— scratching your ass and smelling your finger. Not very attractive."Bax

flipped her head from side to side. Her relatively short, bright red hair whirled out around her

head, its nearly perfect, glossy shine reflected a parade of light from the overhead lamps. "If

my butt itches, I scratch it, OK? Why should a slug care?"Tawn sighed. "I care because I have

to see it. Look, you've got the body and the face to make a play on just about any guy on the

station. Why do you keep picking those seedy losers at the bar? You know, a guy with a

chiseled face and a handful of credits isn't everything.""Says the crewman who can't even

breed. And who can't pay her bills, so she spends her time off-world, helping her captain sell

illegal arms to the scum eking out a living in the outer colonies. Taking love advice from a slug

is about the last thing I'll be doing.""You sure can be harsh, but I can't argue with any of that.

You're the only one who's given me a chance since the war ended. And I'm thankful— at least I



will be if I ever get paid. And you should be glad to have me. Who else can handle and has

fired half the weapons you're pushing out here?"Bax tilted her head and scoffed. "Wasn't me

who called an end to the war with New Earth. What a dumb name— New Earth. What moron

came up with that?""Like ours is much better?" Tawn said as she snorted a laugh. "Domicile.

Why not just call it House?"Bax checked the nav display for approaching ships. "No one here

yet. You have that manifest ready? I want us to be in and out on this one."Tawn nodded as she

looked over the info on her console. "Fifteen repeating plasma rifles. You do know those are

highly illegal, right? We get caught and it's execution time. Not like the standard plasma unit,

which is illegal enough.""And the twenty-six zappers?" Bax asked."I wish you wouldn't call 'em

that. It's not good for business. Anyone who knows weapons calls them by their name, Fox-40s,

not the sound they make when fired.""Fox-40." Bax scowled. "Another dumb name. Who came

up with that? Some zookeeper?"Tawn took in a deep breath. "No. The F designation is for

firearm. The 40 is the unit number. It's the standard issue sidearm for—"Bax raised her hand.

"Whatever, for the Domicile Defense Force and you Biomarines... I know the story. You've told

me at least twenty times now.""Yet you still call them zappers.""They are what they are."The

short, tank-like first mate turned to face her console display. "Here we go. We have an inbound

cargo ship on the sensor array. Ten minutes and we'll be docked. The nav ID shows it to be

the... Gulward."Bax smiled. "Good. Now— read off the rest of that manifest to me..."***Tawn

edged the Fargo in close, pressing the console button that allowed the auto-docking computer

to take charge. "We'll connect with the Gulward in thirty seconds.""I've got a good feeling about

this one." Bax leaned back in her seat with a smile.The Biomarine scowled at the rickety

excuse for a ship on her display. "Why is every other vessel we dock with such a turd?""If you

haven't guessed it already, we're mostly dealing with maggots in this business. Bryce Porter,

even though an idiot, was an anomaly."Tawn stood and walked toward the cargo hold hatch.

"Cletus Dodger. That name sound legit to you? I'll bet he hasn't had a bath in a month.""Don't

care what his name is or what he looks or smells like so long as he has the credits." Bax

reached for the airlock door button. "You know this buy lets me pay you for last month,

right?"Tawn nodded as she moved behind the transparent blast wall. "I know it. And I hope this

goes as smoothly as our last two. And just so you know, if it's anything like that Geldon deal,

you best be getting your ass back here without arguing over credits. This slug wants to keep

breathing. We lucked out with all that contraband having been moved to the Blazer. They

probably only let us go because there was no evidence of arms dealing.""Yeah, well, you can't

win them all. Just follow my lead and we'll be in and out of here.""Ready."Bax stood five meters

across a docking through-way from her buyer. She scrunched up her nose as she glanced

back toward her first mate. "Ugh. Smells like a garbage scow.""Thought you didn't care?"That

was before I had to smell this." Bax looked down the tube. "You Cletus?"A heavyweight man in

a tattered trenchcoat replied, "You don't look like a Baxter.""You got a problem with it, track

down my derelict parents and take it up with them."Cletus looked further down the tube at a

ready and armed Tawn. "You can tell your slug to relax. I'm unarmed. But Farker has a nasty

bite if he feels I'm being threatened."A mechanical pet trotted into view behind its owner.Bax

laughed. "Farker? What is that, a robotic dog? And who named him that?"Cletus shrugged as

he clomped forward. "Real ones kept dying on me. When Farker dies, I just plug him in for a bit

and he's good as new. Ain't that right, boy? And I call him Farker because his bark sounds

more like a fark than a bark. Even if I knew how to fix his programming for that I wouldn't. I like

his— fark."The unusual pet offered a very mechanical wag of its nubby tail.Bax frowned as she

checked the time on her bracelet. "Pathetic. OK then. Let's get this deal done. You have the fifty-

six hundred forty-two credits?""After I see the goods I'll be happy to make the transfer."Bax



held up her hand, stopping Cletus at the end of the docking tube. "Show me— before you step

on this ship. I need to see proof."Cletus held up a wrist bracelet displaying a universal account

and the credits waiting to be transferred. "Happy?""Right through here, Mr. Dodger. Your

purchases await." She flipped a latch and opened a container.Cletus picked up a plasma rifle.

"Charges?"Bax pointed to another case. "Four hundred, as ordered. And we won't be bringing

them close to any of these rifles while we're docked. I don't like it when things get messy. And a

loaded plasma rifle has messy written all over it.""I must insist that you open the container so I

may inspect its contents.""Fine." Bax huffed. "Put the rifle back and I'll be happy to open her

up."Cletus looked the redhead up and down as he placed the weapon back in its case. "I would

never have taken you for an arms dealer, Miss Rumford. That goon behind the blast wall—

she's more what I'd expect."Tawn scowled. "Can I frag him now?"The captain shook her head.

"Not 'til after the credit transfer's complete."Cletus stared at Tawn as Bax opened the case full

of plasma charges. "I like her spunk. Would you be willing to trade her for Farker?"Bax smirked.

"Does he moan and complain all the time?""Never." Cletus smiled as Tawn returned an angry

glare.Bax glanced at Farker who was now sniffing around Tawn's feet. "Yeah... no. I think I'll

keep her. Sometimes you get attached and they're hard to part with, you know?"The robotic

dog went flying against the docking tube wall as Tawn kicked it with a heavy boot. Following

several simulated yelps, the companion of Cletus Dodger scampered back to its own

ship."What was that for?" Cletus gave an angry glare. "You always abuse innocent animals?

He's only following his friendship programming."Tawn spat on the deck. "Contraption tried to

hump my leg. Nobody humps my leg without my consent!""I'll bet. And that spitting... not very

lady-like... even for a slug."Bax chuckled. "Really? Kicking a dog? How barbaric.""It's not a dog.

I love dogs. It's a machine!"Cletus took offense. "It's my pet!"Bax sighed as she looked at the

time on her bracelet. "OK. Let's get this finished before a new war breaks out. Satisfied with the

charges? We have other business to get to.""They appear to be in order." Cletus nodded.Bax

cracked open another container as Tawn scowled at a robotic dog that was now poking its

head back into the far end of the docking tube. "Here's your zappers."Cletus looked up.

"Zappers? I'll have to advise you to not call them that. These are weapons... powerful and

deadly weapons. Many a colonist would grimace at their only means of defense against a wild

bogler being called a zapper. It's called the Fox-40 and is revered by its owners. Each of these

will fetch a premium price.""Premium, you say?" Bax grinned.Cletus sighed. "Our terms are not

open for negotiation, if that's what you're implying."Bax smacked the heavy buyer on the back

of his stained overcoat, pulling her hand back in regret as something gooey clung to her palm.

"Hmm. Not a problem. The 40s are all here."The container was further opened, revealing the

preferred defensive weapon of the outer colonies."These two crates have the other items you

requested." Bax frowned as she swung her hand in an attempt to liberate the goo. "I threw in

an extra shock stick as a bonus. Something to keep you motivated for doing business with me.

What is this?"She stared at the glob in the center of her palm before attempting to wipe it off on

a nearby wall. "Slug. Help the man load his goods. Mr. Dodger, I believe payment is due."Tawn

slapped her Fox-40 onto her hip-clip and stepped out from behind the blast wall. Picking up the

first crate of residual items, she began to muscle it through the docking tube to the

Gulward.Cletus Dodger transferred the credits to a grinning Baxter Rumford.As the transfer

completed, a loud voice could be heard coming through the docking tube. "Somebody better

get their robotic menace off my leg before it gets disintegrated!"Cletus scurried into the tube to

rescue his pet.An alert came on the Fargo's comm system. Approaching vessel. Approaching

vessel.Bax raced toward the Fargo's cockpit as she yelled. "Dump the crate and get your ass

moving, Slug! Mr. Dodger, I'll meet you here same time tomorrow to deliver the rest!"Cletus



yelled back as he hurried toward his own controls. "Agreed! Nice doing business with

you!"Tawn hustled back through the tube, slapping the button that closed the airlock. The

robotic dog Farker chased his new friend onto the Fargo.As the docking tube collapsed into the

Fargo's hull, a voice came over the general comm. "This is New Earth Destroyer Hemlock.

Power down your engines and prepare to be boarded."Tawn sat in the copilot's chair, flipping

her display to the defensive console. "Shields are online... crap! We have weapons

fire!"Powerful plasma beams shot past as the Fargo's engines pushed her toward her one-

sixteenth light-speed maximum. Bax piloted the small ship into a nearby asteroid field, their

safe-lane for an escape should something go wrong. The jump engine worked to come

online.Tawn yelled, "Thirty seconds to jump!"Bax maneuvered the Fargo behind a large

asteroid as they continued to speed away.The first mate zoomed in on the Gulward as it

remained in place. "Fool isn't moving!""What's a New Earth destroyer doing out here again?"

Bax asked with an annoyed look. "This whole system is supposed to be off limits.""Probably up

to no good just like we are. We aren't exactly being legal here. I'm sure they take violations of

the truce seriously. Can't say I would want the outer colonies armed either."Tawn glanced down

to her left. "What the... that stupid dog followed me over!"Two more plasma beams slipped past

the fleeing craft as a third was targeted at the Gulward. A violent explosion saw the end of

Cletus Dodger.Tawn said, "They mean business... hit that button!""One sec. We jump now and

we pull half those rocks out of their orbit. I'd rather not move around in junked up space if it's all

the same to you, Miss Leg-Humpee.""Nice. Thanks for bringing that up just before we die."Bax

laughed as her hand hovered over the jump button. "First... we aren't gonna die. And second...

I'm gonna bring that up every chance I get. That's like the most action you've had since you

started with me, isn't it? Hahaha!""Why did I know this was going to be a bad day?" Tawn

shook her head.The button was pressed and the Fargo slipped through a wormhole to empty

space, two hours' travel from Domicile."Relax." Bax grinned. "We're safe. And we just made a

big haul.""How you figure?"Bax held up her bracelet. "The credit transfer cleared, and Mr.

Dodger is no longer in need of his merchandise. You will be the recipient of double your

expected pay when we sell this cargo. I told you this gig was gonna pay you for last month.

Now it looks like there may be a bonus."Tawn returned an uneasy look. "He must have next of

kin or something the cargo would go to.""Right. Next of kin." Bax laughed. "It's illegal. This is

the real world, Freely. We're keeping it. And it looks like you just picked up a new pet."Tawn

scowled as she looked down at the mechanical menace which was now wagging its nub. "We

still have to find another buyer.""Already taken care of. I have someone waiting in Chicago Port.

And he has 5 percent more credits than poor old Cletus back there."Bax glared at her still

sticky palm. "What is this?""What is what?"Bax held up her hand. "I touched Cletus' coat and

came back with this."Tawn laughed. "Aren't you the one who said to never touch the

clients?""Probably. And here's hard evidence as to why."Tawn powered down the defensive

shields. "Who's this prearranged buyer?"Bax frowned in disgust as she wiped her palm with a

chemical towelette. "His name's Harris Gruberg. I call him Goober. He's one of you... a stump...

a Biomarine. He served in the DD as a lifer like you. Got discharged about the same time you

did."Flies a bucket of bolts I wouldn't fly planetside, much less out here. Cletus is... was... a

better potential client. Sad he had to go like that. This new guy is making deep runs to the

colonies on Grendig and Farmingdale. Probably uses all his profits just to pay for fuel. You see,

that's why I only take the near runs to the traders. Much better margins and I don't deal directly

with colonists."Tawn looked out the viewport at the approaching Chicago Port Station. "A DD

lifer and a stump. I like him already.""Don't show him that face, he'll be humping your leg."Tawn

shook her head as she made a nasty face at Farker, whose mechanical jowls turned up at



each corner offering an unnatural smile. "Seeing me humped by a robotic dog. That must make

you all giddy inside."Bax grinned, "It does. And I'll be bringing it up every chance I get so long

as I still have oxygen in my lungs."— Chapter 2 —Chicago Port Station was the main stop

before going planetside. All commerce coming to and from Domicile traveled through the

station. A population of nearly a hundred thousand residents brought with it the need for

shopping, restaurants, sporting venues and parks. The main deck of the station was called the

promenade. Harris Gruberg was sitting on a bench along the promenade as Baxter Rumford

and Tawnish Freely approached.Bax put her right foot up on the bench beside Harris, her short

shorts exposing her fleshy white leg. "You still want that deal, Goober?"Harris grinned at the

display. "It's Gruberg... and it depends on what you're selling this time."Bax returned a look of

disgust as she pulled her foot back to the floor. "That all you stumps think about?"Harris leaned

forward. "When they genetically engineered us, it included our brains. We were built to be

aggressive."Bax crossed her arms. "Well get any thought of that out of your genetic... brain.

The only deal I have for you is the weapons deal we arranged before... minus one crate of

residuals. Price is the same though."Harris replied, "Doesn't seem quite fair. We agreed to

terms."Bax shrugged. "I have the goods... you want the goods... other traders want the goods.

You want them? Or do I go somewhere else?"Tawn stepped up. "You won't find better."Harris

pulled back and held up a hand. "Whoa. Didn't know you were gonna sick your dog on

me."Tawn scowled.Bax laughed at Tawn's expense. "Look. The deal is available if you want it.

I'll even let you hump my dog's leg if you agree."Tawn returned an almost hurt look. "I'm not

your dog."Bax turned. "Then don't stick your nose in my business."Harris looked over the

hardened DD Biomarine who stood just behind Bax. "I'll take the deal. You keep the mutt. When

do you want to do this? I have buyers waiting that are eager for their merchandise."Bax held

out her hand with a slip of paper. "We have the goods ready to go. Meet us at these

coordinates in six hours. You miss the time and I talk to my friend at the trade commission

about pulling your dealer license. And my friend is a good friend if you know what I mean."Bax

placed her foot back on the bench, exposing her leg and emphasizing her possible pull with the

commissioner in question.Harris Gruberg stood and sneered as he took the paper. "I'll be

there. And just so you know. You do me wrong and I won't hesitate to put a plasma round right

there between your pretty little eyes. And you'll never see it coming."Bax smiled. "We'll be

waiting."***The Fargo docked with the Bangor.Bax shook her head. "Bangor. Dumb name. Who

came up with that?"Harris replied, "Was on there when I bought it. How about Fargo? You

dream that up yourself?"Bax made an ugly face.Harris chuckled as he glanced up at Tawn

standing behind the blast wall with her hand on her Fox-40. "Brought your dog I see, very

trusting."Farker bounded up to his new owner, sitting back on his haunches as his stubby tail

moved back and forth. Tawn attempted to shove him away."And your dog has a dog.

Nice."Tawn replied, "We know our stumps. And this dog will rip your face off if you try

anything."Harris looked down, Farker returned his unnatural grin. "That's just weird."Bax said,

"You got the credits?"Harris looked over the containers. "I do. Looks good. Grab that side and

let's get this over with."Bax hesitated as she glanced at the time on her bracelet. "You don't

want to inspect the merchandise?"Harris shook his head. "I've already told you the penalty for

doing me wrong. And I'd rather not be out in this area longer than necessary. Too many ships

have been disappearing. I had a friend who—"Bax held up her hand. "Save it. Slug... get over

here and help the man. Residuals first."Harris picked up his half of the plasma rifle container.

"Rifles first. I have limited room and need to stack them in a certain order."Bax huffed and put a

heeled boot on top of the container. "Payment first."Harris set his end of the box down and

began the transfer of credits into the account of Baxter Rumford. The rifle container was lifted



and moved through the tube. Farker followed.An alert sounded over the Fargo's comm. Vessel

approaching. Vessel approaching.Bax ran toward the cockpit yelling as Tawn hustled back

through. "Will deliver at the same time tomorrow! Be here or forfeit your assets!"Harris yelled

back. "I'll be here. And what about your dog?"The airlocks closed and the docking tube

retracted. Harris pushed his throttle to full as plasma beams began to be fired in his direction.A

voice came over the general comm. "This is the New Earth Destroyer Hemlock. Power down

your engines and prepare to be boarded."Harris shook his head as a wormhole opened in front

of his ship. "Not today, Earther. Harris has left the building."The Bangor sped through to safety

and the wormhole closed.Baxter Rumford and Tawnish Freely escaped through the asteroid

field before jumping through a wormhole of their own.Tawn flipped off the defense shield.

"Twice in a row? We need to pick a new spot for the drops."Bax brushed it off. "Coincidence.

Did you notice the flash of a ship being destroyed?"Tawn looked over the sensors. "Don't see

one... wait... I have a wormhole. Gruberg jumped through a wormhole. He made it out."Bax

scowled. "We'll get him tomorrow."Tawn tilted her head in question. "What?"Bax gave a fake

smile. "Nothing. We got paid. You'll get your cut."***Harris Gruberg sat on his usual bench on

the Chicago Port Station promenade with Farker laying beside his feet. Both were ogling the

passersby. Tawn approached, stopping directly in front of him and jacking her foot up to prop

on the bench beside him in an attempt to be provocative.Harris frowned. "Doesn't really work

for you, Bulldog. Slugs and stumps weren't designed to be attractive."Tawn withdrew her foot

with a scowl. "Shut your blowhole. I'm here doing you a favor."Harris chuckled. "You have my

guns?"Tawn shook her head. "I don't. And I think my captain is running a scam. That's three

times a New Earth destroyer has shown up. The last guy wasn't so lucky."Harris shrugged. "It's

free space. Everybody knows they have patrols out there. Goes with the job."Tawn replied,

"Yeah, look, as a fellow Biomarine, I'm trying to clue you in. Semper Fi you know. I think my

boss is setting you up. Good for me as I keep getting paid for the same cargo, but very bad for

you. Were you friends with Cletus Dodger? That was his dog."Harris shrugged. "I'm a

competitor of Cletus Dodger. Wouldn't really call him a friend."Tawn shook her head. "You're

not a competitor anymore. That same destroyer turned him into space dust a few days ago.

Exact same time as our transaction... and that destroyer just happens to show again? I don't

think so. And we've snuck away twice now without taking a hit. Any competent destroyer

gunner I've ever heard about would not have missed with that many shots from that close.

Especially not twice."Harris thought for a moment. "You trying to tell me Red works for New

Earth?"Tawn looked around before replying, "I can't say. We had a deal that went similarly bad

a couple months ago. An Earther destroyer grabbed us. They talked to her for several hours

before sending us on. And they didn't ask me a single question."I was just happy to be let go,

so I didn't press her for details, and she didn't volunteer any. I asked around. Mr. Dodger was

the third trader to go missing in six weeks. You wanna keep your atoms together, you might

want to steer clear of Baxter Rumford."Harris returned a sly smile as he nodded. "Nice. She

sends out her slug to try to scare me away from my pickup. I see the scam. You can tell her I'll

be there today to get my rightful property."Tawn scowled. "Idiot. I tried. Guess you'll get what's

coming to you."Harris grinned. "Tell her I'll be there... and thanks for caring."Tawn slowly shook

her head as she turned to walk away.Harris said, "You don't want your dog?"Tawn kept walking.

"Keep him. He's yours."Harris reached down to scratch the simulated fur head of his new friend

as he threw a smile and a wink at a passing lady. The attempted message of interest drew no

response.***Later that day, the Bangor was sitting in wait as the Fargo approached. Ten

minutes after contact was made, Harris Gruberg was walking through the docking tube with a

happy Farker at his heals. The robotic dog began to squeal and vibrate when he saw Tawn



moving to behind the blast wall. The excited behavior was not returned.Bax stood waiting at

her end of the tube. "Glad you were able to slip away. How'd you know to have your wormhole

drive up and charged? That's a mighty expensive thing to keep running."Harris replied, "I take

precautions when I think they're necessary. Now let's get this moved."Bax crossed her arms as

she stepped back. "Sure you don't want to check that the merchandise is still there? I could be

ripping you off."Harris stopped inches from her face. "And I could be tracking you down and

plugging your forehead. You gonna help with this or what?"Bax stepped back. "Our deal was

yesterday. I should be charging you for fuel and storage."Harris smirked. "Yeah right. And no

trader would do business with you again. Slug, grab that box."Tawn shook her head. "I've been

told I'm off the clock. Those are your goods. Move them yourself."Harris scowled as he reached

down, taking the handles of a container and hoisting it up to his waist with a strain on his face.

"Thanks, ladies."As the fourth container was moved and stowed, a grinning Bax stuck her head

in the docking tube. "Enjoy the ride to Farmingdale, Stump."Harris yelled back. "I'm sure I

will."Farker scrambled back across the tube as Bax reached for the airlock button, stating

under her breath, "Always check your cargo, dumbass."Tawn asked as she returned a

concerned look. "What? What'd you just say?"Bax smiled. "I wished him well. Let's get back to

port. I have to get another deal in the works if we want to be eating next month."As Baxter

Rumford fired up the wormhole drive of the Fargo, the Bangor moved away without incident.

Two hours later, the two women were pulling into Bay 22 of Chicago Port Station.***Bax and

Tawn walked from the bay into the main hallway heading back to port central. A five minute

stroll past the warehouse area had them entering the promenade.Bax turned. "You're on your

own, Slug. Check back in two days, four hours and I should be ready for a new deal."Tawn

said, "Aren't you forgetting something?"Bax returned a blank stare."Pay?" Tawn added."Oh.

Fine. Hold up your store."A transfer was made.Tawn looked at her account. "Uh, what about

yesterday's deal? We got paid. Where's my cut?"Bax smiled. "Sorry. Didn't you read the fine

print of our contract? It says net thirty, which won't be for a month. And it also says transfers

are made at the convenience of the paymaster. I'm the paymaster. Next month seems more

convenient."Tawn scowled. "I do have bills, you know."Bax turned to walk away. "You have two

free days. You're a strong, resourceful girl. Go make yourself some money."Tawn stood with her

fists on her wide hips, staring down the promenade at the tall, slender Baxter Rumford as she

sauntered away. She glanced down at her heel expecting to see a gleeful Farker. As much as

she despised the mechanical pet, she now somehow felt she missed him.Spinning on her boot-

heels in the other direction, she walked toward the nearest pilot's hangout... a place where she

hoped to pick up extra work.***Six hours had passed before Harris Gruberg entered Trader

Mike's Lounge. Tawn Freely was seated in a corner booth with a half empty ale on the table in

front of her. Harris sat across from her with an angered expression on his face.Tawn gestured.

"Sure. Have a seat, Stump."Harris returned an angered look. "I have a shocker aimed at your

gut right now. You're gonna tell me where your boss is or I'm gonna light you up with more volts

than even your bioframe can handle."Tawn smirked. "Sure you do. Nobody brings a weapon on

the station. Fastest way to get spaced."Harris lifted his hand carefully, exposing the top section

of the charged pistol. "Nobody but me. You see, I'm willing to take the risk if it means getting to

waste Earther spies like you. And I would bank on the prosecutors not charging me seeing as

how I'm doing DD intel business. Now where's your boss?"Tawn leaned forward. "You find

something out? She's dirty, right? Just like I said?"Harris returned a confused expression. "You

do realize I'm arresting you here, right?"Tawn pulled back. "Me? What for? I tried to warn

you!"Harris nodded. "And I'll make the prosecutors aware of that."Tawn let out a sigh. "You're a

cop... we sold you illegal arms. I knew this job was bad news."Harris stressed, "Where... is...



Baxter... Rumford?"Tawn leaned forward. "I... don't... know. She took off to drum up new

business. She won't let me near her contacts. Thinks I'll steal them and strike out on my own.

And just how would I do that? I have forty-nine credits in my account and I'm past due on my

rent. Heck. I'll be lucky not to have been evicted already when I get home. I almost don't want

to go."Harris looked at her in disbelief. "I don't think you're grasping what's going on here. You

tried to kill an officer of the DD intel force. You might get spaced for this yourself. And if it was

up to me, I'd walk you to the nearest airlock right now."Tawn smirked. "Yeah, right. Look, I know

what we're selling. They don't space you for that. Even with those repeaters I'm looking at six

years at the most. I know the law says execution, but that's reserved for treasonous acts.

Selling a handful of weapons to the outer colonists is hardly treason."Harris growled, "You

stuck a transmitter in that cargo! I nearly got blasted three separate times before I got wise and

dumped it. Sure enough, ten minutes after I purged, that destroyer was sniffing all around it.

That tells me you and Red are both working for New Earth."Tawn half frowned. "I don't know

anything about a transmitter. I'm just the grunt help. She uses me for protection until a credit

transfer is made and I move cargo once that's done. That's all I do... which is why I have forty-

nine credits to my name.""Where's your boss?""I... don't... know. I already told you. And I don't

know anything about any transmitter, or where she gets her guns, or anything else. Wait... I can

tell you this... about two months ago we had a deal going in that same spot where we made the

trade. It was my first run with her and we got tagged by that same destroyer. We had

transferred the cargo to the buyer's ship and the destroyer vaporized him when he tried to

run."They questioned her for two hours before releasing us. I assumed it was because there

was no evidence left, which got destroyed when they toasted the buyer. So they must have

either turned her right then or she was working for them before we met."Harris slowly shook his

head. "You think I'm an idiot because I'm a stump?"Tawn crossed her arms. "You think I'm an

idiot because I'm a slug? You think I want to be spending my days in places like this trying to

find whatever grunt-work I can? I gave sixteen years of hard combat to the DDF. This is my

world."And even though they seem to distrust us," Tawn gestured around herself at the

promenade, "these are my people. I would never in a million standard years do work for the

Earthers. And I've never known a slug or stump who would. You know how many of my friends

they killed with that insane war? Cut a fellow Bio some slack. You know how hard we have it

out here."Harris slowly lowered his shocker, slipping it back beneath his leather vest. "You

really don't have a clue, do you?""Not about anything to do with New Earth... no, I don't. I'm just

trying to keep myself fed out here. A year and a half down on the surface and not a single job

prospect. Nobody wants to take a chance on a slug."Harris scratched his left ear as he scowled

in thought. "They really did screw us, didn't they? Designed us for war. Made us mean and ugly

for the sole purpose of scaring the enemy. OK, look, are you still working for her or did she

dump you?""She'll be back, in... forty-six hours. I'm to meet her at the ship for another deal. You

say you're working for DD intel? They need slugs?"Harris said, "Let me see your left

hand."Tawn held it out across the table. Harris slapped a tracking bracelet on her wrist and

shoved her hand back.Tawn asked. "What's that for? Am I being deputized?"Harris chuckled.

"Are you that dumb? I just arrested you. You're my prisoner until I get my hands on Red. That's

a tracker.""And after that?"Harris smiled. "After that you're the DDI's business. What they do

with you from there is up to them."Tawn sighed. "When you have a prisoner, are they at least

allowed to eat?"Harris shrugged. "Help yourself.""Prisoners don't get fed? Aren't I your

responsibility now? I would think they'd reimburse you for any expense."Harris drew in a long

breath. "You know, you're starting to become a pain in the ass."Tawn replied, "Hey, girl's gotta

eat. And I'm sure I've got some kind of prisoner's rights to food or something. And I could use a



shower if we have a chance.""You think this is some kind of all expense paid holiday you're on

or something? You've just been nabbed for treason. I'd be more worried about contacting a

lawyer than getting a shower.""Do I get food or not?"Harris stared back at the pug-nosed

Biomarine for several seconds. "Fine. But keep it under five credits. Order what you want."Tawn

gave a mimicking reply in a deep voice. "Fine. Order what you want. And five credits? What am

I supposed to get with that? A roll?"Harris flipped open the menu. "Right here. Potato soup. A

staple that's been with us for five thousand years. Came with our ancestors from Earth. You

can thank me later."— Chapter 3 —Tawn ordered the potato soup, nodding to the waitress as

she collected the menu. "You still have my dog?"Harris replied, "Thought you said it belonged

to Cletus Dodger. You laying claim to it now?""Maybe. You have him?"Harris whistled into his

wrist comm. The mechanical dog raced into the pub and slid to a stop in front of his new

master.A manager approached the table. "No pets allowed in here."Harris flashed his DDI

badge. "It's robotic. And bring me an ale."The manager returned an indignant look before

walking back to place the order. The DDI were not to be trifled with. More than once a business

had been shuttered for an investigation and the manager was not interested in being out of a

job... even if only temporarily.Tawn grinned. "I want me one of those badges."Harris shook his

head. "You need to offer a special skill before they'll give you one. You do anything special

besides rolling over for Red and playing spy?"Tawn shrugged. "I'm a level four marksman. Or at

least I was."Harris looked up with interest. "Level four? That makes you probably one of about

thirty in the entire Corps. Impressive if true."Tawn half smiled. "And it's twenty-eight now. Two of

the others were lost in the Helm Engagement just before the truce."Harris asked, "How'd you

manage a level four? I thought those only went to snipers."Tawn again shrugged. "Just aimed

and pulled the trigger like everyone else. I did my last year and a half as a sniper.""Hmm. I

never heard of a slug or a stump getting sniper duty. We're the ones they like to throw in the

meatgrinder for hand to hand."Tawn scooped up a fresh spoon of the soup. "Don't I know it.

Eight hundred ninety-six kills. Mostly on or around Baross IV. Can I see that badge

again?"Harris shook his head. "It's only to be pulled for official business."Tawn laughed. "Like

having your robotic dog in an eating establishment and ordering an ale?"Harris replied, "I just

placed a treason suspect under arrest. I'd say that qualifies."The potato soup and ale were

finished and the prisoner marched back to the docking bay where they would wait just out of

sight for Baxter Rumford.Tawn looked down at the dog from the bench where she sat. "You give

him a name yet?"Harris replied, "Thought his name was Farker?"Tawn nodded. "It was. You

want to keep that now that he's yours?"Harris shrugged. "Sure. Just as good as any."Tawn

looked around the bay. "We really gonna wait here for another forty-something hours?"Harris

leaned back on the bench, crossing his powerful arms. "What would you suggest?"Tawn

returned a blank stare. "You aren't much of a planner, are you?""I do what's needed.""You don't

have a place where we can sit in comfort for the next day and a half?"Harris thought before

standing. "OK. Come on. We have the Bangor in slip 27. Best I can give you is a cot."Tawn

sighed. "Sadly, I sleep on a cot at my place. Don't have much for furniture."Harris smirked. "Old

habits, huh? I slept on a cot for five months after getting out. The beds in all those flop houses

were no better than sleeping on the floor. Would still prefer a bunk on a troop carrier. I slept

through half the Helm engagement in one, while half our hull was being filled with holes."Tawn

nodded. "I looked for several months to try to find one in surplus. When they drydocked those

ships they shredded all the mattresses. Can't say I was happy about that.""Hmm. Wish I'd

thought of that early on. The bunks in the Bangor would have fit one of those perfect."Tawn

asked as they walked, "How'd you get hooked up with the DDI?""Truth is... I got bagged trying

to do just what you're doing. Only on a smaller scale. I acquired two Fox-40s in a card game



and I was attempting to sell them when I got grabbed."Tawn held up a hand. "Whoa. You had a

couple 40s here on the station?"Harris laughed. "Goodness, no. That was planetside. But the

guns were registered as stolen, so they had me on possession. One thing led to another and

they offered me a job tracking down dealers. They're wanting to keep an eye on the outer

colonies, and specifically on any weapons heading to Eden."Tawn winced. "Eden? They should

have called that place Hades. What do they care about Eden?"Harris leaned in. "Not many

people know this, but the Truce of Beckland was only signed because the New Earthers were

out of titanium for their ship hulls. Their planet is almost devoid of the stuff. No titanium for hull

alloys means inferior ships or no ships. And as it turns out, Eden is rich in titanium."Tawn

asked, "So why don't they just go take Eden?"Harris reached up, scratching his neck. "They

can't do that without violating the truce. That would bring back war, which they need the

titanium for beforehand. Right now Eden's government has no interest in selling titanium to

New Earth. They're pacifists who migrated there thinking nobody would bother them on the

desert planet. DDI thinks the New Earthers are trying to arm an insurgency on Eden, so they

hired me to find out what's going on."They arrived at the Bangor. After boarding they sat across

from each other on a pair of benches in the cabin.Tawn scowled. "Where'd you get these

benches? The license registration bureau? These are horrid."Harris replied, "Hey, they came

with the ship. If you'd rather you can sit on the deck."Tawn shook her head. "I would assume

the DDI told you not to tell anybody about what you're doing, right?"Harris thought for a

moment. "Well... yeah. If word got out the DDI was watching, the Earthers might take all their

efforts underground."Tawn smirked. "Anyone ever tell you you're a moron?""That's been said

before. Why?""Because you just told me about the DDI's secret investigation. What if I told that

to someone who then told it to a New Earth sympathizer? Your operation would be blown. Are

you so dense you don't see that?"Harris scratched the back of his head. "I guess that wasn't

the smartest move, huh? OK, forget about everything I told you."Tawn laughed. "I can't forget

that. But I tell you what... you take off this tracker and get me a job with the DDI and it won't

matter. I'd love to be smashing the heads of anyone interested in giving New Earth war

materials."Harris stood, pacing back and forth in front of the bench where Tawn was seated.

"OK, look, I made that all up."Tawn squinted her eyes. "What are you talking about?"Harris

stopped, returning to the hard bench with a sigh. "That tracking bracelet... it's just a cheap

credit store, nothing more. I'm not an agent of the DDI, and the whole Eden deal... that's a

rumor I heard from a drunk. I just want my guns. I need those. I have bills just like you, only

worse. I kind of borrowed money from the wrong people. If I don't pay them in a week they'll

come to collect the Bangor and break my kneecaps."Tawn crossed her arms as she chuckled.

"You're in as much of a mess as I am... or maybe worse."Harris replied, "What you said back

there about slugs and stumps... you were right. The people don't trust us. Nobody fought

harder for their freedom, but we're different physically. We were bred to fight and there's no

more fighting, making us obsolete."Tawn chuckled. "OK, stop it. Now you're just bringing me

down. We just have to find a place where we fit.""War is where we fit."Tawn asked, "Show me

that DDI badge."A black leather fold was retrieved from a pocket. Tawn opened it to reveal the

badge."The Sheriff Dry-cleaners?"
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Jon Svenson, “A good start for a new series. The story gets off to a bit of a rough start, and I

had trouble knowing who was who during the first 10% of the novel.Once we get past that, the

story is clear. We have stumps and slugs, bioengineered humans bred to fight but not

reproduce. They're ugly as their names imply, so they have a difficult time finding respectable

work.Our two MC's (stump and slug, not their real names) stumble upon an opportunity to sell

small arms from the war. Despite their inexperience, they get the job done, then do it a few

times more until they're wealthy.Honestly, I thought that story in itself would be enough. But the

author takes it in a different direction, with the stolen arms being shunted around to outlying

truce worlds to cultivate rebellion so New Earth can take them over and get the minerals it

needs to rebuild its fleet.I won't go into the plot line as it can get complicated at times, but it

was a fun read. There are numerous editing errors and shortcuts that aren't explained, but I

tend to review based on whether I enjoyed the story, not on how perfect the book is.And I

enjoyed this one. It was fun, humorous, and had just enough action to keep the story moving

along. Our MC's aren't the sharpest guys in the universe, and they get bamboozled a couple of

times by leaping without looking where they are going.Recommended for readers of military sci-

fi who don't mind editing errors.4/5*”

Nana, “ARMS War for Eden. OK, hear is what I think. The writer could have a pretty good

space opera starting. The action is different than anything I have read before and the

characters are just different enough that you wonder, are they the good guys or the bad guys.

The two retired engineered soldiers have found only menial jobs after the government has let

them go. The Great War has ended and the need for these ultimate soldiers has left them out

of a job. Tawn and Harris team up to become arms dealers acquiring the weapons through

less than official channels and selling them to fringe colonist world's. They decide they have

made enough money eventually and decide to help their retired engineered comrades settle in

a new community that will be just for their own kind. There is more to this story.......”

Willis, “Bodyguard, smuggler, plutocrat, spy. The battlefield isn't the only place the

genengineered can excel!. Engineered to dominate in battle, slugs and stumps are dull-witted

and ugly, even to each other. And unemployed, since the peace treaty was signed. Even

eating and napping can get old after a while, so Tawn and Harris, bodyguard and shipowner,

find themselves on the shady side of space trading, running weapons (for hunting or personal

protection only, of course) and eventually trying to prrotect Domicile, their home station and all

it's interests. Somehow they keep surviving their derring-do and are recruited by the most

secret secret Service in Space. An entertaining ride through a sit-com universe.”



William S. Morris, “The story begins. We are introduced to the players and the scene. There are

a few scuffles as our main characters advance from gun runners to motivated savers of the

universe. They've got an ancient tactical spaceship that was built before modernization so it's

actually better than the new ships. The episode ends without a real cliffhanger. I like that.

There is clearly going to be more because our heroes are just getting started, but they've

finished the task at hand. The story is fluff, but I think I'm going to like each episode as we save

the universe, and I escape reality.”

Lowell L., “Echoes of The Golden Age of Sci-Fi.... Fun story, action packed, yet completely

family friendly. Reminds me a lot of Clifford D. Simak.I’m used to reading the much darker and

more complex hard science fiction so prevalent these days, but this was a nice

change...altruistic, friendly heroes who are also bioengineered stone killers, a couple intelligent

teen-aged crew members, one a little snarky and one adoring, and a really cool mechanical

pet that may hold the secret to interstellar travel...Yeah.(Didn’t expect to like it so much,

actually)...and yes, I’m buying the sequel.”

anomaly..., “Excellent series cornerstone!. The first book in this series is a very gripping tale of

Bio enhanced humans bred for war fighting, leaving the normal humans to continue their life on

the colony worlds.The warriors are out of work, and not trusted by the normals...This sets two

of the Biomarines off to make their way without being hired thugs, as most warriors left over

from a war truce tend to become!I was pulled into this Sci-fi book quickly, and read it in one

setting!!BZ, BZ, BZ, Stephen! Can't wait for the next one, as a former Navy Sniper, I can

identify with some of the main characters situations...”

George Monnat Jr, “Wasn't Sure But Now Hooked. I finished the HADRON series yesterday

and started reading ARMS today. After HADRON, I was afraid I was going to be let down -

that's how much I enjoyed HADRON. During the first chapter of ARMS War for Eden, my bias

was reinforced. Then the plot twisted, the true protagonists were revealed, and I was hooked.

I read this book in one day, because I couldn't stop reading: morning, lunch break, and until

late after work.  I can't wait to read the rest of the ARMS series.”

Danny, “Not bad at all. In the past, I've given this guy a few diabolical reviews. Deservedly so

for the books in question , but this one was quite good.I'll not give anything away, but there

were few errors in grammar and punctuation which is a novelty these days.The plot trotted

along at a nice place and, whilst predictable in places, it didn't stop the enjoyment.Character

development was good and the humour well done.It dropped the 5th star for the shortcuts.

Scenes could have a bit more detail and some parts seemed rushed.All in all, I can see myself

buying the second instalment despite being as tight as a ducks backside...”

Ann Horne, “Fun read. Genetically engineered soldiers, a male and a female, not your typical

good looking hero and heroine making it up as they go along, getting into several scrapes. An

entertaining read, I am looking forward to reading more.”

getafix, “A nice easy read with a bit of humor thrown in. A nice easy read with a bit of humor

thrown in. Hard core Sci-fi fans may be dismayed by the ease with which our heroes flit from

one world to another and effortlessly land their ships on planets. Normal people will just enjoy

the story and characters”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Wow. Well written, characters well developed. I don't normally read this

type of story but I'm glad I did. It's funny and hard to put down. Can't wait to read the next book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Stephen Arsenault delivers again.... I really enjoyed thia book. A great

plotline that developed nicely. Good, interesting characters leading to an excellent climax.

Highly recommended *****+”

The book by Stephen Arseneault has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 305 people have provided

feedback.
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